
 

 
General Rules for the 2019 Scatter Race, Sunday 2nd June 2019 
 
RACE OFFICER: Derek Lyne 
START TIME: 1015 (high water RHYC approx. 1205 BST) 
 
This event is essentially a fun race and something different from the usual racing around 
the cans, and is open to all classes and experience. 
 
The Committee Boat “Lion” will be situated somewhere near the Outer Distance Mark, 
unless otherwise stated on the day by the Race Officer.  
 
After passing your first mark please clearly advise the Race Officer your helm’s name, 
boat class, and the mark that you have passed, when returning through the committee 
boat line. 
 
There will be a start and finish line on either side of the committee boat, so either line 
can be used for starting and finishing. However when passing through either line, the 
committee boat will always be left to starboard. 
 
The Race Officer on the day will decide how long the race will last, it will be around 1 
hour, but once announced, this will not be altered after the race has started. 
 
Marks of the course may only be rounded once, and you get your points by returning 
through the committee boat line, and very clearly announcing each time what mark you 
have just rounded. All marks are to be rounded to port 
 
The race start will be the normal five minute countdown, using code flag Z, and (the 
Blue Peter) code flag P - up at four minutes; and down at one minute) together with the 
usual sound signals.at five, four, and one minutes, and for the start. 
 
Be warned; there will be one long sound signal to finish the race, so if you have not got 
through the finish line by then, your points for your final mark don’t count. 
 
Important: These Rules amend the standing Sailing Instructions for Club Racing 2019 
only in respect of the format of the Scatter Race only. Please be aware that all Sailing 
Instructions relating to risk, personal safety and safe navigational still apply. (a copy of 
the Sailing Instructions is on the club website.) 


